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A b s t r a c t

Bilinear averaging has been widely accepted as the adequate

procedure for establishing few group perturbation cross

sections. The most important differences compared to the

usual flux-averaging procedure are generally obtained for

the material worths especially of predominantly scattering

materials. In addition to these results the present work

gives a strong indication that the calculation of the neu

tron lifetime is also markedly influenced by the averaging

scheme used. leading to an underprediction of the calculated

value. a fact which is most times observed in comparison with

experimental results.
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In the recently published literature (1). (2). (3). it_" _. _v

has been pointed out that oneha.s to be careful in collapsing

group constants for perturbation calculations with a reduced number

of groups • Bilinear averaging has been accepted as the adequate

procedure for establishing few group perturbation cross-sections.

The differences in the results compared to the results obtained

with the normal flux averaging procedure are most pronounced for

the material worths of light elements. which predominantly scatter

neutrons. In the present work some numerical results are given for

the assembly SNEAK-3A-2 which is described by Schröder (~).

Besides the reaction rates

and the material worths. the most important quantity considered

is the neutron lifetime. which turns out to be influenced consider....

ably by the collapsing procedure.

The formulae used in this work for different collapsing

schemes (i.e. with normal flux-. adjoint :flux.... and bilinear weight

ing) are the same as that of Pitterle (1) whose treatment of' the

scattering matrix seems to be most reasonable compared. to that ef

ether authors. The reference case for the following comparisen

has been calculated vith a 26...group set (1) established in the

Institut für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik at the Kernf'or

schungszentrum Karlsruhe. For all cases one-dimensional diffusion

calculations in radial direction have been performed. This assuras

that the weighting f'unctions can be assumed tO be exact end all

d ifferences observed are caused by the group collapsing end not by

any spatial effects.

As a. f'irst step a group collapsing to tive groups has

been performed "'hich contain the f'ollowing somewhat arbitrarily

chosen groups of' the 26-group set with the Russian ABN group

structure (,2,).
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New group I 11 111 IV V

Groups of the
1-5 6-11 12-18 19-24 25-2626-group set

In table 1 the most interesting integral resuJ.ts of the

5 group diffUsion calculations are shown normalized to the corre

sponding 26-group results.

Table 1 essentially confirms the conclusions of ethers

(see e.g. the statements in the work of Pitterle (1». Therefore.-
they will not be repeated here.

In addition to these cases we have performed also pertur

bation calculations and have determined the neutron lifetime which

can be calculated by aperturbation formalism too taking 1Iv as

perturbation cross-section. The correspondine; results are given in

table 2.



weighting normalized normalized normeJ.ized normalized normalized normalized
spectrum criticality conversion breeding power value f'raction
f'or the f'actor ratio of' ra.tio of' f'raction oi.' 0 (;lOt of' tissions
few-group ketf the core the assem- of' the ot tusile in fertile
constants bly core material material

in the core in the cora

q, 0.99944 0.99958 1.00001 1.00006 0.99896 1.00051
q,+ 1.00265 0.82101 0.88898 0.93208 1.20771 1.69308 ,

q,+q, 1.00245 0.99584 0.97470 1.00105 0.99630 0.99804

Table 1: Results ot 5 group calculations normalized to 26 group results

w



weighting tunction number neutron ß /9.-
ot the tew-group ot tew- li te- ß==ettective central reactivity worth ot
cross-sections groups time traction

0238case tor calculating 9.- of delayed Al C Fe Mo :Ni U235

+ +
6t neutrons+

a + • I + 5 0.94451 1.06655 0.12821 0.62102 0.59319 0.96921 0.89161 1.05405 0.95045
b ++ +

I ++ 5 1.31651 0.82514 -1.11220 0.18263 3.11191 1.40423 3.15433 0.15610 -0.08161+
c •+, ++• ++4> 5 0.99413 0.988986 0.91618 0.91901 0.99242 0.98418 0.98515 0.98523 0.98657
d + ++ ++, 5 0.99591 0.99210 0.98666 0.98714 0.99982 0.99232 0.99583 0.99459 0.99350
e + + +++ 5 0.98625 1.02145 1.03345 1.01493 0.95948 1.00119 0.98440 1.01614 1.001'55
t • + + 11 0.91211 1.02581 0.94936 0.99861 0.98934 0.99916 0.93495 1.00616 1.01218
g •+. ~+• ,t+ 11 0.99928 0.99898 0.99315 0.99291 0.99312 0.99533 0.99549 0.99600 0.99583

Table 2: Results of the few-group perturbation calculations normalized to the 26-group results-- .

-I=""
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The column "weighting tunetion 01" the few-group cross-
." + ~ .sections for ca1culatJ.ng cP, 41 , oL respectJ.vely, means that e.g.

in case d the f'lux i8 determined by a 5-group diffusion ca1culation

using f1ux-weighted group cross-sections, the adj oint f1ux oy a

5-grou;p diffusion ca.lculation using adjoint f'lux-weighted group

cross-sections and the perturbation cross-sections by a group

co11apsing method using normal f'lux and adjoint f'lux weighting

(bilinear weigbting).

The results 01" tab1e 2 support the fo11owing indications:

2a) The best resu1ts for the perturbation ca1culations

are obtained, as one could expect, for case d 01" tab1e 2, iee.

using f'lux and adjoint f1ux weighted constants for the fev group

flux and adjoint f1ux calcu1ations, respectively, and bi1inear
,

weighting for the few group perturbation cross-sections.

2b) One gets somewhat less accurate but still quite sa

tisfactory results if one uses the bilinear weighted group con

stants for al1 calculations. i.e. determining fev group f'lux, ad

joint flux and perturbation cross-sections, as done in case c of

tab1e 2. This is mainly caused by an improvement Of the few group

adjoint f'lux by this procedure canpared to the usual f1ux weighting

of case a which yie1ds considerab1e errors in the adjoint flux

energy distribution, especially in the importance differences

( + +)' h l ' .4>.-4>. J.n t e ow-energy regp.on. These errors are responsJ.b1e for
J. J

the discrepancies in the material worth of scattering materials.

Although the method used in case c gives reasonab1e results for

perturbation ca1culations one should be aware of the fact that the

reaction rates 01" ta.b1e 1 are more in error with this method than

with nor.mal f1ux weighting.

2c) Only for those materials for which capture and/or

fission events are the dominant ones, the material reactivity worth

can be determined vith reasonab1e accuracy by fev group calculat ions

using the usual f'lux weighted group constants.
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In addition to the 5...group calculations we have perfomed

two 11-groupealculations as indicated in the lover part of table 2.

taking the f'ollowing distribution of' the 26 groups within the 11 con

densed groups as orten used by P. Engelmann (1).

new group I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

groups of'
the 26 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9 10 11-12 13-14 15-16 17-19 20-26
group set

3a) It can be seen that increasing the number of f'ew groups

the discrepancies between case a) and f') of' 1iable 2 are remarkably

reduced. btrt it seems that there exists a systematic tendency f'or the

f'ew-group caleulations to underpredict the neutron lif'etime.

3b) Oase c and especially case g of' table 2 show that

taking the bilinear weighted cross-sections tor f'ew group fiux and

adjoint f'lux calculations as well as f'or the determinations of' the

perturbation group constants one can obtain reasonably accurate per

turbation results with minimal additional etf'ort. i.e. with only

small changes in the group collapsing program and only one dif'fUsion

calculation.
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Conclusions

Almost all presently available group sets with a number

of groups of about 50 or less have been established by the usual

flux weighting method. Besides the rasults concerning the adequäte

group cOllapsing procedure this work gives an indication that for

usa in perturbation calculations the normal flux weighting may

lead to systematic deviations in the results obtained. At least,

this 2I1a.y be one of the reasons why the values of the neutron life

time and of the reactivity worths of scattering materials and perhaps

also of B10 calculated with these group sets do not agree satisfac

tory with the measured values. Table 2 shows that the usual method

yields a systematic underprediction of the calculated neutron life

time, a fact observed many times in canparing theoretical with ex

perimental values. Therefore, it seems necessary to establish three

different kinds of group sets: one for the calculätion of the normal

f'luxand reaction rates j one for the calcula.tion of the adjoint flux.

and a third one for the calculation of perturbation cross-sections.

In establishing these dif'ferent sets one has to consider carefUlly

the question of resonance self-shielding which will be different for

the normal and the adjoint tlux. e.g. in a pure or predominantly

fission resonance.

It would be very interesting to compare the perturbation

results obtäined with the laborious method outlined above with the

corresponding ones obtained by the usual method tor establishing

group sets. Unless one does not know the magnitude of the error in

troduced by using the appronmate calculational scheme as is pre

sently done. one has to be very careful in the interpretation of

diff'erences in neutron lifetime or material worths between theory

and experiment and between dif'rerent theoretical results which are

produced by dif'ferent group sets.

It must be kept in mind. however, that the most times un

adequate treatment of the averaged group constants for the calculation

of' the adjoint flux and ror perturbation calcule.tions is ,of course.

only one possible reason for a disagreement between the theoretical
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end experimental values of the quantities mentioned above. ethers

being e.g. the influence of sample size. heterogeneity. effects.

and mutual interaction between the sample end the surrounding zone.
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